
Padre Trails Camera Club
Creative Competition -  March 20, 2019
Group AA Comments

01 - Alice.jpg
Th is is a well done camera obscure image. It has nice detail and exposure.

Judged by: Dan Danbom

03 - Alice 3.jpg
Th is image seems a bit more focused and the bird in the “sky” takes it a bit 
farther. Also the tidier room features add to the overall balance and pro-
portion. A nice image

04 - Asilomar Long Exposure.jpg
Th is is a nice image, perhaps in another contest it would be relevant. Nice 
composition and the “slow” water is a nice feature, but not necessarily super 
creative in itself. (“Slow” water movement is pretty standard fair for this 
genre of landscape.)
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02 - Alice 2.jpg 
see above



05 - Asilomar Wave.jpg
Th is is a nice image, but more suited to nature, or landscape. Th e technique 
is more expected for this type of image. It is a nice image.
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07 - Cocktail Hour.jpg
Odd image, well executed. I guess it is a variation of: “waiter there is a fl y in 
my soup!”

06 - Boo!.jpg
Th e fact that the author was able to capture a witch on broom is rather 
remarkable! As all aspects of the “creative” have to be the author’s own cap-
tures. Th e green pumpkin is so antitype that is is distracting.

08 - Hail, Prunedale, CA_.jpg
Interesting abstract.

09 - Ribera Abstract.jpg
Interesting abstract, or mood image.
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10 - Sand and light patterns at Pajaro Dunes.jpg
Th is might be a good image for patterns, light and shadow?
1
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11 - Wave at Pebble Beach.jpg
A photo of a wave. Not sure how it is creative as the wave is not really de-
fi ned except the white water which is not white either.

12 - You’re Not Gonna Believe This.jpg
Th is is a fun image, and has a certain charm. However it needs a bit of re-
fi nement in technique, (the scuba hose should be visible over the shadow.) 
Th e size of the ancient diver is not quite in proper proportion. Going in 
the right direction.
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2nd Place:

Winning Images:

Alice 3 
Nicole Asselborn

Cocktail Hour 
Lillie Grossman

1st Place:

BECAUSE OF LIMITED FIELD, ONLY FIRST AND SECOND PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED, 
WITH NO HMs. 


